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ENIGMA 38 OPEN



“OUR PERFECT ALL WEATHER PERFORMER
- THE FUTURE OF SUPER RIBS IS HERE.”

Debbie Hood, CEO
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“ENIGMA REPRESENTS THE  
BEST IN BRITISH DESIGN,

INNOVATION & CRAFTSMANSHIP.”

British manufacturer Enigma Powerboats is proud to offer a range of super RIBS; born of excellence in naval 
architecture, craftsmanship and a vision to push the boundaries of style, safety, fuel efficiency and superior 
comfort for all on board. Hand built to the highest standards, Enigma provides a most diverse all weather  
boating experience.

From 11m to 15m length and 3.4m beam in open or cabin formats, Enigma offers extensive options for leisure, 
dive, chase boat, powerboat racing, commercial and military use.

Debbie Hood, CEO
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WHY ENIGMA?

Enigma exists because of our passion to change the 
perception of Rigid Inflatable Boats. You don’t need 
powerboat racing skills to confidently drive an Enigma 
because we incorporate technology to tackle every 
eventuality, such as sudden weather changes & wave 
impacts - saving you fuel and frustration.

We believe everyone onboard should enjoy the ride, 
not just the driver, so we have worked hard to keep you 
comfortable at all times.

We don’t do mundane! You wouldn’t buy a supercar 
that doesn’t turn heads, so why settle for a Super RIB 
that’s anything less than show stopping?

We are continuously searching for diverse fabrics & 
technological inspiration to provide the highest level 
of boating experience on our superbly built British 
powerboats.

An Enigma isn’t just a stunning Super RIB. It is a 
complete experience. From enquiry to consultation, 
through to the build & delivery celebrations - and onto 
becoming part of our Club Enigma family.

Our heart and soul goes into every Enigma build, 
bringing it alive to make every moment onboard a 
special time for all. Join our Enigma experience & get 
in touch today.
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TECHNOLOGY... 
EVERYTHING STARTS WITH THE HULL

Understanding how and why the hull operates is 
essential to the safe handling of a boat for ease and 
efficiency. The Enigma hull design and applications 
perfectly suit super RIB peak performance, speed  
and comfort.

Years of expertise in powerboat design, craftsmanship 
and racing provide the technological applications that 
create each outstanding Enigma.

Please visit our website for more information on 
our advanced technology development.
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ENIGMA 38 OPEN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MANUFACTURER  Enigma Powerboats Limited

LENGTH:  11.5M

HULL:  Adam Younger Triple 

 Ventilated Step

HULL BUILD:  Premium composite 
 construction

FUEL CAPACITY:  740 LITRES

WATER CAPACITY: 150 LITRES

ENGINE OPTIONS Outboard or inboard  

 2 x 300 - 3 x 450 hp

PASSENGERS: 10

DESIGN CATEGORY: B-Offshore
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EXPERTLY DESIGNED FOR SPEED. 
EXPERTLY BUILT FOR SAFETY.
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“ADVANCED SAFETY IS AT THE FOREFRONT 
OF OUR SUPER RIB PERFORMANCE.”

A COMFORTABLE RIDE IN ALL CONDITIONS

The thrill of high speed, exciting powerboating 
must never compromise comfort and safety. 
We consider it essential to mitigate body 
‘slamming’ discomfort and our sea water 
ballast tank acts as a damper to stabilise  
a bouncing bow.

SMOOTH WATER FLOW

Inflatable tubes are often positioned outward 
to gain increased deck area, or assist slimmer 
hull stationery stability. As Enigma already 
accommodates a 3.4m wider beam, and ample 
social deck space, a closer tube positioning 
ensures smoother water flow and eliminates 
any water dragging.

ALL ABOARD SAFETY

We apply an innovative Wireless Kill Cord 
System with easy wear wristbands. In the 
unlikely event of a wearer falling into water 
the wireless notification immediately triggers, 
cuts the engine and identifies their location 
ensuring constant onboard safety.

Debbie Hood, CEO

POWERBOAT TRAINING

Larger RIBS are much safer in all wave conditions, and to support your confident handling we include the opportunity (if chosen) to increase your 

anchoring/mooring abilities, buoy/navigational, ropes/knots, weather/tide knowledge with our working partner Boatability.
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•  High standard composite hull

•  Twin 300hp engines

•  Ballast tank system 

•  Vented air system

•  Orca Hypalon anthracite tubes 

•  Dual 370 litre fuel tanks 

•  Bilge pumps 

•  Elite faux teak decking

•  Anchor locker with manual anchor

•  Dual 16’ Garmin glass touch screen GPS map

•  Magnetic Garmin covers

•  Fusion Apollo RA770 music system

•  Six Fusion speakers

•  Two Scanstrut iPhone holders

•  Optional bow and stern layouts

•  Luxury bathroom with storage, electric toilet and sink

•  USB charger points

•  Retractable swim ladder

•  Two helm Shark suspension seat units

•  Carbon fibre handrails

•  Navigation lights

•  Lumishore LED strip deck lighting

•  Courtesy lights

•  Underwater light

•  Eight person remote kill cord system

•  Bow sunlounger and cushions

•  Fire extinguishers

•  Anti-rot guarantee

•  Club Enigma benefits

•   Bespoke powerboat training package with Boatability

•   Luxury Enigma accessories

SUPPLIED AS STANDARD WITH THE ENIGMA POWERBOAT
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YOUR PERFECT ENIGMA

ENIGMA ADDITIONS
Enhance your Enigma experience with these fantastic power, comfort and technology extras.
Please visit our website for full details on all additions available.
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UPHOLSTERY AND GEL COAT COLOUR OPTIONS
Choose from 40 colour options in matt, chrome and gloss to personalise your Enigma.  
Visit our website for more colour inspirations.
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CARBON FIBRE TABLE EASILY LOWERS TO A LARGE SUNPAD 

Enigma’s wide beam and ample deck space offer diverse 

layout opportunities complimented by multiple colour 

schemes to suit your leisure, commercial, race team,  

dive boat or superyacht colours.
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DEBBIE HOOD,  
CEO & FOUNDER 
Debbie has always been 
surrounded by adrenaline 
fuelled sport; her father, 
Robbie Hood, headed 
a British Formula Ford 
Motorsport team moving 
onto the international 
powerboat racing in 
the 1980’s. She is now 
focused on producing a 
sleek, unique and stylish 
powerboat that can take 
the market by storm.

ADAM YOUNGER
NAVAL ARCHITECT
World renowned, Adam 
Younger’s input and support 
is invaluable in ensuring 
Enigma’s performance and 
safety is maximised to the 
hull’s designed purpose. 
He continues to push 
the boundaries of hull 
performance possibilities 
within the Enigma team.

PAUL HEAYSMAN
TUBING SPECIALIST  
With over 20 years 
expertise in tube 
construction, Paul of Ribbit 
Ltd is one of the best in the 
business and through his 
knowledge and guidance, 
Enigma Powerboats enjoy  
exquisite, streamlined 
tubes at the highest level of 
application and finish.

Our design and build team comprise some of the best, well renowned boat building craftsmen with over 35 years in boat build and design. Enigma Powerboat’s 
superior performance is enhanced by our team’s knowledge in high speed offshore powerboat racing, which contRIButes greatly in the culmination of better stability, 
safety, durability and speed.

THE ENIGMA TEAM

PETTER MARTEN
NAVAL ARCHITECT 
With his cutting edge 
eye for revolutionary RIB 
design technology, Petter 
Marten of Beserk Designs 
is gratefully valued and 
pivotal to the innovative 
creation of Enigma’s 
continually evolving ‘wow 
factor’ builds.

DINESH MISTRY
COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT 
Contributing Formula 1 Team 
aerodynamic development, 
superyacht tender technical 
expertise and extensive 
carbon fibre skills, to name 
a few attributes, Dinesh 
Mistry’s highly skilled 
creativity is pivotal to the 
transfer of supercar style to 
the super RIB market.
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OUR WORKING PARTNERS
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From a supreme starting point, we offer extensive choices that build the perfect 
Enigma according to your style and budget needs..

Enigma Powerboats Limited, 

Trafalgar Wharf, Portsmouth PO6 4PX

info@enigmapowerboats.com

Telephone 07792163487

Chat with us

https://enigmapowerboats.com

